TOO ROGER STONED
TRASH TALK
As you may have heard, Roger Stone was convicted
on all counts yesterday. Marcy’s post is here. A
jury still deliberating on a Thursday is one
thing, but they like to get the fuck out of
Dodge by a Friday afternoon, and this one did.
Predictable.
Not necessarily shocked they rendered verdicts
of guilty on all counts, but do think Judge Amy
Berman Jackson may give serious consideration to
a post trial motion, at least as to the witness
tampering verdict. It takes a lot for an honest
trial judge, and ABJ is certainly that, to
overturn a jury verdict, and I really doubt she
does here. But think she will look hard at, at a
minimum, the witness tampering evidence. We
shall see.
Okay, what counts in the college ranks this
weekend? Indiana has been on a serious roll of
late, and this week plays Penn State. If the
Hoosiers can beat PSU, they are for real, but
not gonna bet on that. I still don’t think the
Michigan Harbaugs are real, but they will likely
beat an uncharacteristically off Sparty. Texas
may run into a Brock Purdy buzz saw at Iowa
State. Purdy is from right here in the Cactus
Patch, and he is really good. The Dawgs of UGA
at Auburn may be the best game of the day, with
a soft nod to Oklahoma at Baylor.
In the Pros, there was a bit of a kerfuffle
Thursday night, while beating the Steelerts,
Cleveland’s Myles Garrett stripped the Steeler’s
QB Mason Rudolph’s helmet and beat him on the
head with it. Garrett has been suspended for the
rest of the year, at least, maybe longer under
the “indefinitely” designation. That is proper.
But, too, TV twatwaffles like CNN’s Michael
Smerconish are putting out public polls as to
whether Garrett should also be criminally
prosecuted. What the “public” thinks does not
mean squat, this is a decision for professional

prosecutors, not television audiences.
I am really looking forward to the matchup of
Deshaun Watson and Lamar Jackson as the Texans
visit Baltimore. These are transcendent talents,
and it is hard to root against either one, but
I’ll tai the Ravens at home. Dallas at Detroit
probably depends on if Matt Stafford plays over
his clear back injury, but even is so the ‘Boys
are likely the safer pick. Jags at Colts is a
pick em, but Jacoby Brissett looks to be back
which favors Indianapolis. Who would have
guessed we would see the Wagon Circling Bills at
7-3 after ten games, but they are likely to be
so after a visit to Miami. Jets at Skins for the
lulz. The best game is, obviously, New England
at Philly in a replay of Super Bowl LII. Both
teams come off a bye. Never bet against Bill
Bel, but, damn, this could be epic. And it ought
be on prime time instead of the crack ass
placing of the Bears at Rams for SNF and Chiefs
at Bolts for MNF.
This, for all the promise going into it, has
been a boring and tepid Formula One season. Let
it end, please. But Sunday is the Brazilian
Grand Prix, a historically significant race,
even if this year does not shape up for one.
Only AbuDhabi remains after that on the
schedule, thankfully.
Music this week is from Robin Trower and one of
the truly great overall rock albums of all time,
Bridge of Sighs. This is the studio cut,
although I can attest it was even better live.
Rock on.
ADDENDUM: Yearrgh, I screwed up and did not
address Earl’s (and undoubtedly Ed Walker’s)
game of Notre Dame and Navy. Early on, I thought
the Irish were actually back with a great team.
They proved that false with a loss to the
Georgia Dawgs (a seriously good team by the way)
and then to a sketchy Michigan team and barely
eking out wins over what should have been far
outmanned teams like USC and West Virginia at
home in South Bend. Today the Wolverweenies play
the Midshipmen of Navy. Also, again, in their

South Bend home. Do the Irish ever have the
balls to play a difficult opponent outside of
their own stadium, unless forced to do so? Go
Navy!

TRASH TALK
So, in a bit of frivolity, Pete T and Jim White
tried to get me to feature the Mike Huckabee
Band for Trash Talk. That is just not going to
happen. And, yes, there may have been a bit of
extra attention paid to Little Feat lately.
Sorry!
I set out to publish the Trash about 4am here,
but things got in the way, namely rebuilding of
an outdoor BBQ and an indoor fireplace. Mrs.
bmaz thought those more pressing. What can you
do? So, here is a little Little Feat, and some
placeholders for if I, Marcy or Jim feeds more
content into this late post.
Alabama hosting LSU is basically everything in
college football today, with a shout out to Penn
State at Minnesota, Iowa at Wisconsin (doubt the
Badgers will blow this at Canp Randall). How in
the world 9-0 Clemson was not in the BCS top
four is a crime, given their record in the final
football four the last four years. Stop being
stupid NCAA.
In the Pros, the Rayduhs already beat the Bolts
in a game the Bolts should have won. Detroit at
Bears is a yawner. Bills at Brownies might be
interesting. Jeebus, the Jets Jets Jets and
Gents are actually going to play each other in
their home stadium? Why? Rams at Steelers could
be interesting. Steelers not the same without
Big Ben, but they are not dead yet either. They
may well beat the Rams in this one. The SNF game
of Vikings and Boys could be fairly decent. And
the MNF game of Squawks at Niners looks
downright fantastic. I’ll take the Niners at

home here, but not against the Squawks at home
at the end of the year.
Rock on.

RUBBER BISCUIT TRASH
TALK
Eh, late start here. Been tied up on Twitter
reading and discussing the FOIA doc dump
obtained and published by Jason Leopold and
Anthont Cormier of Buzzfeed. Check Marcy’s
Twitter feed and other posts here for that, it
is….something. Somehow or another in the process
we got off on Blues Brothers lyrics, so that is
today’s music.
Hate to say it, but Harbaugh and the
Wolverweenies have their groove back. After
flattening a good Notre Dame team last week,
they are killing Maryland today. Number 8
Georgia at number 6 Florida looks to be one hell
of a game. Earlier in the year, the Dawgs would
have been an easy pick, but not now, and not at
the Swamp (Grrr, I buggered that up, game is in
Jacksonville, of course, and not the Swamp). New
grandfather Jim will likely weigh in. Utah and
Washington should be a good Pac-12 game, but it
is in Seattle so, despite the Utes’ number 9
ranking, don’t sleep on the Huskies. Same goes
for Oregon at USC Trojan land. In the meantime,
everybody awaits LSU at Alabama next week.
In the pros, the Niners beat Arizona in a
surprisingly close game Thursday night. If Pat
Peterson had not had an atrocious game for the
Cardinals may well have won that game. Oh well,
the Niners move on undefeated. The Vikings at
Chefs may be good. Cousins is on a roll and
Mahomes, if he plays, is still slightly hobbled.
That is a pick em. The Jets at the Fins is a
laugher. The obvious best game of the week is

Patriots at Ravens. The Ravens are good, and
they are at home. Lamar Jackson is exactly the
kind of QB that give the Pats fits, and the
Baltimore defense is outstanding, still. Not
going to bet against Bill Bel and Brady, but
this is a real test, and in the primetime of
SNF.
That’s it for this week folks, hoop it up.

GOREY TRASH TALK
Halloween is upon us! So some Gore is in order.
No, not that kind, you ghouls, the Frank Gore
kind. With 134 more yards, Frank will move ahead
of Barry Sanders and into third place on the all
time NFL rushing list. That is saying something,
and when he does, either this Sunday or next, he
will trail only Walter Payton and Emmitt Smith.
Not altogether impossible that Gore catches
Payton if he remains this productive for another
couple of seasons, although that seems unlikely.
Emmitt Smith he will never touch. Still, pretty
amazing and long career for Gore.
Alright, so Gore will start his charge at home
in Buffalo against the Eagles, and as bad as the
Eagles have been lately, Buffalo may be a
surprisingly big test for them. The Vikes
already slayed the hapless Skins behind another
huge game by Kirk Cousins. The Chargers at
Chicago may be interesting, the Bolts are not as
bad as their record looks, but their O-Line is
terrible and they are mistake prone.
Frankly, Arizona at Saints may be one of the
more interesting games of the week. Cards are
improbably at .500 on the year and clearly
improving. But the Superdome is a rough place to
play, and the Nawlins’ defense is really good;
take the Saints. A resurgent Carolina, behind
Kyle Allen instead of the erratic Cam Newton
visits the Niners. Don’t sleep on the Panthers,

and it may not be easy, but the Niners and Jimmy
G look good to stay undefeated. The Brownies
visit Foxborough, Bill Bel, Brady and the boys.
Upset in the air? Likely not.
The best game, by far, on tap is the SNF matchup
of the Packers at the Chefs. Pat Mahomes is
ruled out for the game, but Matt Moore is a more
than competent backup. Green Bay is starting to
put things together on offense after a dodgy
start to the season. Davante Adams is improving
quickly from his bad turf toe injury, but is
still likely out for the Pack. If the game was
at Lambeau instead of Arrowhead, maybe a
different bet, but this looks like a pick-em to
me.
In the college ranks, Wisconsin put up a dud
last time out, and already has a loss going into
Ohio State. Make that two losses after today.
Auburn at LSU may be the game of the day. Go
figure, but LSU quarterback Joe Burrow is a
legitimate Heisman candidate so far. Auburn is
really good, but, man, I am not voting against
the Tigers in Baton Rouge. Notre Dame visits Ann
Arbor and that Harbaugh guy. I dunno, the Irish
just seem like a better team right now. ASU,
coming off of a truly ugly loss at Utah, is in
Los Angeles to take on UCLA. This is the time of
year ASU always goes downhill, and they probably
will today against the Bruins.
The Astros, after one of the worst weeks
imaginable for a World Series team, broke
through with a win last night in DC. Can they
make it two in a row and even the series against
the Natinals tonight? Houston has Jose Urquidy
going against Pat Corbin for the Natinals.
Corbin was here with the DBacks the last few
years, and he is a sneaky good pitcher, so I
like Washington’s chances to move to 3-1 on the
Series.
Music today by the incomparable Elton John.
People don’t usually think of him so much as a
live rock act as opposed to just a huge
celebrity. I first saw him in the late 70’s, and
can easily attest he is one of the greatest rock

performers ever. Just incredible. This cut is
from 2003 in Hamburg.

KREWE DU BOO TRASH
TALK
Okay, another late start to Trash. Now if you
have not heard, there is some bad bongos in
Nawlins. The Hard Rock Hotel (not just a
restaurant, this thing was to be huge), has
collapsed in what will be an insanely huge
liability claim for about thirty different
fronts. People have died and their bodies still
not recovered. An entire critical section of
NOLA evacuated as a danger zone.
And, now, for insult onto injury, the Krewe du
Boo Halloween parade has been cancelled. While
not exactly the Krewe du Vieux and the other
Krewes for Mardis Gras, this was kind of a
thing, apparently, for NOLA. Keep your eye out
for the litigation for this mammoth fuck up in
engineering and development. It will be large,
fascinating, and going on for a long time. Sad,
in every way imaginable.
In the collegiate ranks, the Florida/South
Carolina game is already interesting. After what
SC did to Georgia, that has to worry Jim White.
I’ll still take the Gators, but the game is in
the Gamecocks stadium. Oregon at Washington
Huskies is worth the watch. Michigan at Penn
State is a huge game. I don’t know that it will
get better for Harbaugh in Happy Valley, but it
will be interesting.
ASU at Utah could, and should, be a great game.
The Sun Devils of Herm Edwards are at an
improbable 5-1 heading in to Salt Lake to visit
a similarly situated 5-1 Utah, except nobody
predicted Utah losing to USC earlier. RiceEccles Stadium is not a huge venue, but it is a

compact and intimidating place to play on the
road. Note my time in Rice-Eccles was for a
couple of days on a Rolling Stones show I was
working, not a football game. It is pretty,
especially at the time of day the game is
scheduled. If you can get the game on your
carrier, it may be worth the watch.
For the Pros, the Chefs already clouted the
Donkos, but lost Pat Mahomes for a couple of
weeks. No problem, they just have the Packers
and Vikings the next two weeks. But Matt Moore
is not a scrub, Kansas City can still play with
him at the helm. Speaking of the Vikings, they
are at Detroit, and I smell an upset by the
Kittehs. Oakland is at the Packers, and that
could be a far better game than you would think.
Philly at the ‘Boys could be okay. For you noisy
49ers fans, no, they are playing the Skins. They
should win.
Arizona at the Gents is not a great game, but
could get very interesting. Kyler Murray and the
Cards offense has been better than expected, and
the beleaguered AZ defense gets Patrick Peterson
back, and he is still one of the best corners in
football. Saints at Bears “should” be good, but
Teddy Bridgewater has the Saints plugging along,
I’ll take them. Ravens at Squawks is a matchup
of two of the three best running QB’s in the
league. Should be fascinating, but it is in
Seattle, and man is that a tough place to play
on the road. Lastly, the Pats visit the Jets on
MNF. Jets are a LOT better with Sam Darnold
back. Is that enough for a huge upset? I doubt
it, but it may be close.
Lastly, MLB. It is the time of year where
baseball counts, even here. The Natinals have
already swept St. Louis and have their place in
the World Series locked up while resting their
superb starting pitchers. Astros up 3-2 on the
Yanks, and heading back to Houston town for
games 6 and 7. They will have the ridiculously
good so far in the playoffs Gerrit Cole ready to
go for one of them. It was supposed that would
be for game 6, but that does not seem to be a

given, they may save him for a knock out game 7.
How that pitching decision plays out will be
fascinating. I think I’d go ahead and let him
throw game 6.
That is it for this week folks. Music by the
great Lowell George and Little Feat.

CLEMSON UP HUGE;
PEOPLE LOSING THEIR
SHIT OVER A KICKER
Trash talk is late. I had some serious home
maintenance issues here in the Cactus Patch,
other distracting things, and a bunch of dopes
that thought references to Louise Mensch and her
band of crackpots might be fair content on this
blog. Let’s reinforce one immutable concept: If
you are referring to Louise Mensch, or any
related endeavor, stop. Full stop.
Okay, it is a huge weekend of football. Before
we get there, let’s acknowledge the weather in
Suzuka for the F1 Japanese Grand Prix in 1976.
The weather there is atrocious. But F1, unlike
NASCAR and IndyCar, runs in the wet. It is what
they do. And one of the most memorable races,
and championships won, ever, happened in the
Japanese Grand Prix at Mount Fuji. Bet you
thought this was going to be all about football.
Nope. We have multitudes here.
Eh well, back to the footballs….Oh, hey, the
Natinals stunned the favored Cards behind Anibal
Sanchez last night. It was indeed a stunner.
Game Two of the NLCS is ongoing in St. Louis and
the Natinals are, improbably, up yet again.
In the collegiate ranks, Oklahoma edged Texas in
a game not really living up to the “Red River”
thing. But a win is a win. Michigan finally
scored a few points and won, while the Dawgs of

UGA fell short. Ooof. Wisconsin and Clemson
rolling despite the carping of people over field
goal kickers. People, if you have dozens of
points of lead, your field goal kickers are
irrelevant. Florida at LSU is clearly the game
of the day. It is in Baton Rouge though, and
that may be a problem for the Gators as LSU has
a functioning quarterback. If the Gators win
down there, they are truly legit. Penn State and
Iowa may be interesting on a lesser scale.
In the Pros, it is also a huge week. Pats beat
the Gents in a throwaway game on Thursday night.
The Houston Texans is a matchup of two truly
exciting QB’s from the 2017 draft, Pat Mahomes
and Deshaun Watson. I’ll take Mahomes at home.
Skins at Fins…which team will be the biggest
loser? Dallas at Jets and Steelers at Bolts
might be interesting in some other year, but not
this one.
Lions at Pack in Lambeau is far more
interesting. I think Matt Stafford and the
Kittehs are better than they are being given
credit for, as is the Green Bay defense. The
question is whether Aaron Rodgers and the Pack
offense really shows up. That never used to be a
question.
Music this weekend by Rod the Mod. Also look for
a young, pre-Stones, Woody on guitar.

BOOMTOWN BLUES
TRASH TALK
As the kids are wont to say, that was a hell of
a week, and I’m only talking about Thursday and
Friday. Also, too, there seems to be a second IC
whistleblower on the horizon, per the NY Times.
Things are happening fast, and in real time.
First up is the collegiate athletics. By the
way, I honestly think all the Fair Pay to Play

acts are, well, not good. They will give a very
select small few rights to earn big money, and
be seen as different by all the other college
athletes that will never benefit. It is a caste
system, and empowerment of the 1% off of Wall
Street and onto the NCAA landscape. That is not
a good thing.
Here is a piece by Michael McCann at the newly
decimated Sports Illustrated, that I actually
agree with. If Fair Pay to Play is to be
enacted, it is absolutely necessary that it be
done on a national basis, not a bogus piecemeal
state by state basis, as some over aggressive
voices are pushing. If you are going to do it,
do it right. Join the national effort, not just
try to make a name for yourself in your
particular state.
Fair Pay to Play Acts are really ratifying that
only a select few will ever profit off of the
toils of the many. And the only recipients will
be, with very few exceptions, in only football
and basketball. The theory is not as evil as the
result it will create. Irrespective of that
merits discussion though, the siren song of
state fame seems to be stronger for some noisy
advocates than joining in a legitimate national
plan. Shocker!
Alright, back to actual college football. It is
a rather weak week for interesting games. Iowa
at Michigan may be one of the best,and that is
pretty telling. The best game is, arguably,
Auburn at Florida. Jim White’s Gators have been
a bit of a surprise, while Auburn was maybe
larger on the preseason radar. The game is in
the Swamp, which is huge for Florida. Auburn
seems for real this year though, on both sides
of the ball. That is the one game I will be
truly watching. Mostly a whole lot of nothing
after that this week.
As to the Pros: The Squawks beat the Rams in a
great Thursday Night game. Off the top of my
head, I think the Thursday Night football this
year is already of a better quality than past
years. Scribe said Vontaze Burfict should be

banned from the NFL. I did not necessarily
disagree, because his miscreant conduct goes
back to college, and he played a couple of years
here for the Sun Devils. He is a bad character,
banning was arguably a fair result. Instead he
will be suspended for the remainder of the year.
The Patriots have a lot of injuries, but they
are playing the Skins, who are simply, and
totally, fucked. Washington will be starting
Colt McCoy, who may actually be their best
option. If the Cards and Kyler Murray cannot
beat the Bungles, they may not win a game this
year.
The game that may be the most interesting is
Tampa Bay at New Orleans. Teddy Bridgewater is
no Drew Brees, but the Saints are seriously
good, and playing at their home dome. Give
Jameis Winston a smidgen of credit though, he is
markedly better under Bruce Arians’ tutelage.
This could be an excellent game. Vikes at Gents
could be interesting, even though irrelevant
mostly.
In a nod to Scribe’s coming comments, the Ravens
at Steelers should be very interesting. Mason
Rudolph did well last week; the Ravens not so
much in a blowout loss to Baker Mayfield and the
Brownies. Two different styles, and two teams
that really don’t like each other. Excellent!
Green Bay at Dallas you would think would be a
great game. But, even though I am a lifelong
Pack fan, this is a tough road to hoe. Have to
favor the ‘Boys. Lastly, the MNF game of
Cleveland versus Niners in Santa Clara (yeah,
that is still a dumbass location for the Niners
to be playing in; what a joke), could be very
good. Mayfield versus Garrapolo. Both teams are
really looking up this year. Edge to SF though.
I think…..
This week’s music is Boomtown Blues by Bob
Seger, and it is from an under-appreciated early
80’s album, The Distance. Not sure what made me
think of it, I have not thrown that album on the
turntable for years, but here we are. Making

Thunderbirds is also a truly killer cut on The
Distance.
Since blowing the whistle is all the rage
currently, I am including a second Seger cut,
Let It Rock, this from the much earlier Bob
Seger System, and it is an old song originally
credited to Edward Anderson. Thing is, Edward
Anderson was an early pseudonym for the one and
only Chuck Berry. Seger’s version is awesome.
Rock on folks.

NON-IMPEACHMENT
TRASH TALK
With no formal impeachment inquiry resolution
voted yet, it is time to Trash Talk some college
and pro football.

BROWN IS LEAVING
TOWN TRASH TALK
On this week’s Trash Talk: As pretty much
everybody knows by now, the Patriots have
released Antonio Brown. He has been jettisoned
by two teams in two weeks. That has to pretty
much be a record for a player with actual
ability.

PACKERS AT BEARS –
THE NFL SUN COMES
OUT AGAIN TRASH TALK
Trash Talk is back baybee! The NFL season starts
for real tonight with the first game of the
league’s centennial season. And, proving that
even Roger Goodell and the NFL can occasionally
get something right, the season starts with the
Packers at the Bears. On Soldier field. Now that
is a start to the season.

Honestly, the Bears are at home, and are
probably, overall, the far better team. But the
Cheesers have that Rodgers guy. If Green Bay’s
O-Line can hold, they have a chance. If not,
they don’t. It is pretty much that simple. Even
a couple of Khalil Mackers to Aaron Rodgers will
slow the Cheese train down. But, either way, it
is one hell of a season opener.
There are a myriad of additional games on tap
for Saturday in the college ranks, and Sunday,
in the pro ranks. Not to mention the timeless
speed of the Italian Grand Prix at Monza. Last
weekend at Spa was a sensational race at,
perhaps, the most beautiful circuit on the
Circus calendar. Monza is not far behind, even
if it is not the same as it once was with the
feared steep banking.

So, Saturday is a big day here at Casa de bmaz
as our daughter is coming home in the afternoon
after six months on work assignment in India. We
are extremely excited, but will try to get some
more content up in the morning. If not, now you
know why. The NFL sun is coming out starting
tonight at Soldier Field. So the official Trash
Talk season opening music is Sun King by The
Cult. It is one truly kick ass song. Let’s rock
and roll peoples!

